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PACIFIC THEATRE PRESENTS
"THE TEMPEST" TOAIGHT

Tonight Pacific Theatre fulfills a challenge which few theatres
have ever dared to meet. A full length production of William
Shakespeare's THE TEMPEST is the challenge. The part that few
other theatres, professional included, have ever dared to attempt
is to bring the production as closely related to Shakespearian stage
as possible without making it seem "old hat." Director DeMarcus
Vol. 50
C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
March 4, 1955 —No. 18 Brown has commanded all his know-how and combined it with his
many years of experience, to give the audience the zenith of
Shakespearian theatre. Technical director Bill Strom has created
a perfectly awe-inspiring setting for the play which takes place
on an enchanted tropical island. These two men together have
combined forces to give the audience the utmost in authenticity
in costuming. All of these attributes, with the cooperation of
modern stage techniques, actually make THE TEMPEST more
College officials are studying the possibilities of establishing
The second annual meeting of interesting, more enjoyable than Shakespeare ever dreamed it
a school for pharmacy here at Pacific. This action stems from the College of the Pacific Asso
could be.
a request by the San Joaquin County Pharmaceutical Association ciates will be held on the campus
Another difficult feat of to
for a school of pharmacy.
tomorrow.
night's production is that of cast
4
The only two colleges of this" "
Some 125 of the statewide
ing the role of Ariel, Prospero's
kind in the state are at Univer
group of Pacific counselors are
spirit-servant, with a man. Ken
sity of California in San Fran
expected for the program which
Kercheval, of Clinton, Indiana,
cisco, and USC in Los Angeles.
starts with registration at 2 p.m.
plays the part of Ariel with all
Proponents of the new plan say
and extends through the Pacific
the agility demanded of the role.
that every year over 100 would
Theatre performance of "The
Directors usually find themselves
Tempest" in the evening.
be pharmacists are forced to go
tearing their hair to find a wo
outside California for their pro
Headed by Associates president
man agile enough to play Ariel's
fessional training.
Simpson H. Homage of Stockton,
part, when the original role was
Five members of the College of wholesale hardware executive
They say that Pacific is in an
actually intended for a man. Deideal situation to set up such a Pacific Debate Team will be par and also a trustee of the College,
Marcus Brown again has done
school, and point to the fact all ticipants at the 25th Annual In the sessions will include general
some casting which seems almost
prerequisite courses now are vitational Forensic Tournament business and report periods, spec
impossible even to professional
offered in Pacific's premedical at Linfield College, McMinnville, ial committee meetings, and de
theatres.
Oregon. The Linfield Tourna partmental discussion sections.
training program.
The story of the play briefly, is
ment, the largest and oldest invi
the tale of Prospero, the Duke
San Joaquin pharmacists doubt tational meet in the West, will be The COP boosters will inspect
the Irving Martin Library, see a
of Milan, played by Gale Jordan
that any state college will estab
held March 3-4-5 and will be at preview showing of a new halfwho hails from Sacramento
lish pharmacy school in the near
tended by approximately 500 hour color and sound film called
stages, and his daughter, Miranda
future, because their enrollments men and women from 9 western
"The Pacific Picture", and hear
played by Dorothy Pease who is
exceed their physical plants and states.
an address by John W. Yates, Los
future construction is expected
Simpson II. Homage, Stockton, not unknown to the entertainTwo teams from COP are be Angeles insurance manager, who President, Pacific Associates, will
to meet only needs of depart
(Continued on Page 3)
ing
sent to participate in debate. will speak at a banquet in Ander preside at the second annual
ments already operating.
One will be comprised of John son Dining Hall. Yates also is a
meeting, Saturday, March 5.
ATTENTION ALL
Varner and Bud Sullivan, both Pacific trustee.
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
of whom made an admirable
Organized two years ago, the
The second honor question
showing at the Occidental Tour
Pacific Associates is composed of
naire is now being circulated.
nament last December. Mr. Var
about 250 representative business
Please come into the PSA of
ner will also be entered in Con
and professional people in all
fice and fill one out. This is
gress,
Interview,
and
Oratory.
Mu Phi Epsilon has recently
walks of life throughout Califor
very important, so please
held an election. The newly Mr. Sullivan will enter in addi nia and in some other states who
avail yourself of the oppor
tion
to
debate,
Impromptu
and
A
valuable
and
unusual
col
elected officers are: president,
are interested in the total pro
tunity to make your opinions
LaVonne Siefken; vice president, Extemporaneous speaking.
gress and development of the Col lection of Mark Twain books has known on the subject of cheat
SECOND
TEAM
Carol Armstrong; recording sec
lege. They also are divided into been presented to the College of
The second team will be com sections to counsel each of the 23 the Pacific by Col. Alexander R. ing here at COP.
retary, Janet Ray; corresponding
secretary, Patty Lou Lloyd; posed of Glenn Davidson and Mel academic departments and some Heron of San Francisco.
treasurer, Debbie Brooks; war Nickerson. Mr. Davidson will, in of the unique special projects of
There are 125 items including
den, Diane Trethowan; chaplain, addition to debate, also enter Pacific. Faculty department many first editions and originals
Extemporaneous
and
Impromptu
Mrs. W. K. Harbert; historian,
chairmen will host the sectional valued at $2500.
Frances Kelley; chorister, Mar- speaking. Mr. Nickerson will be meetings tomorrow from 2:45 to
Col. Heron, vice-president in
Lyn Mainard; and magazine entered in Lincoln-Douglas De 3:15 p.m. after President Robert
charge
of public relations for the
bate,
Oratory,
Oral
Interpreta
chairman, Joan Wintermantel.
E. Burns makes a- "keynote" talk Crown Zellerbach Corporation,
This is it? Men get yours,
tion, and Radio.
at the opening session.
fraternity
rushing begins this
Mu Phi Epsilon will be attend
delivered the commencement ad
David King will make up the
Official representative of the Pa dress last June 13, here on the week. This may be your last
ing a conference at the Berkeley
fifth member of the party and
chance to become a frat man.
cific Alumni Association to the
Women's Club in Berkeley on
will try his hand at Lincoln- Associates' is William Biddick, at campus.
You all know what a frat man is.
March 5. Mu Eta, the chapter on
Douglas Debate and Interview.
"This is another important ac That's a guy that screams like
torney for the city of Stockton.
this campus, is in charge of regi
The College of Pacific has not
cession to Pacific's fine Califor a stuck pig when you say "frat"
stration and will present a skit
attended this annual tourney
nia and western American ma instead of fraternity. All kidding
after the luncheon.
since 1952 at which time an out
terial," said President Robert aside, put in your buck ($1) and
The Rev. Mr. Carl J. Allen will
standing showing was made. It
Burns. In the collection is the you get three meals at the invi
be the speaker at the next Presi
is well assured that this year's
famous "Celebrated Jumping tational dinners. The garbage is
group will continue these high dents' Convocation on Thursday, Frog of Calaveras County."
COFFEE TIME
better than the chow hall, believe
March 10, in the Conservatory.
standards as they have during
It was shown by the president thee me. And that is not because
Coffee Time is back! Start the past year under the able Mr. Allen will speak on the sub
ing Wednesday, March 9, this guidance of Dean Betz who will, ject "Carl Sandburg, His Life and that this and other valuable arti they want to impress you,
cles point up the use for a spe either.
popular KCVN production will of course, accompany the debate Works."
The dinners will be sponsored
Mr. Allen will read selections cial museum wing on the new
again be with us. It is sched team this year to Linfield. Jane
uled for 9 p.m. every Wednes Curry and Susan Van der Laan f r o m S a n d b u r g ' s p o e t r y a n d library. Into such a wing, would by the three houses in the IFC
day night for the remainder of were also scheduled to attend, prose. For the past two years he be placed this collection and ma in the following order: Rho
the semester. The site will, of but due to illness will be unable has lectured in the American lit terials used to develop the Cali Lambda Phi, March 8; Alpha
Historical
Foundation Kappa Phi, March 9; Omega Phi
erature classes. This year's pro fornia
course, still be the End Zone. to accompany the team.
project.
Alpha, March 10. The sign-up
gram
will
be
open
to
the
entire
Producer Vern Haas promises
The debate topic will be: Re student body. Forum-Arts credit
plenty of prizes and mucho fun
The collection will not be open period ends on March 7, so get
solved that the United States ex will be allowed for the Convoca
to public use, but will be housed your money in to the dean of
for all. Fates preserve us, Dick
tend diplomatic recognition to
in the California room of the Irv men who resides in the Admini
Lafferty will do the play-by the Communist government of tion.
stration Building.
ing Martin Memorial Library.
play.
China.

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY Associates Meet
PROPOSED FOR PACIFIC On Campus Sat.

Pacific Forensic
Team Entered In
Speech Tourney

ftfU PHI ATTENDS
CONFAB MARCH 5

Twain Collection
Given To Library

FRATERNITY
RUSHING NOW
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Collegiate Views On The News
By

pete's beat
By PETE LEWIS

TODD CLARK — BUD SULLIVAN
Recently there have been many
WHY SOUTH AFRICA?
wishes were forced upon the questions on how some of the
As we read the paper these Boers, and a particularly strong columns were named. People
days, we see prominently dis resentment has grown up against seem to think we are master
played headlines referring to the both the natives and the British minds at making up names for
crisis in Asia and Europe. We are for 150 years. Today, as they have columns and nothing could be
forever conscious of the never- been for the last few years, the farther from the truth.
ending struggle between the free Boers, or Africaners are in pow
governments of the world and er in South Africa and they are
PETE'S BEAT was named one
the Communist dictatorships, but following the policy of Apartheid
night
when the WEEKLY was
oy the very magnitude of these (Separateness) with the native
short
of
copy. We decided that
problems we inadvertently over-1 or colored element. This has
the
paper
needed a columnist and
Fnf„»H
,' ,
°y
"9 the College yeor by the Pocific Student Association, look
other struggles that are evolved into one of the worst ra
under the Act of March 3^1879.
24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California,
going on in the world. One of cial situations in the entire we volunteered. That is why Gene
the most intense of these is going world, a situation in which the Ross has so many gray hairs.
MULDDWNEY
STOCKTON
on in South Africa and warrants Premier, Johannes Stryedom and Any way, various names were
attention for several reasons. The Daniel Malan before him, have suggested and discarded. One
most important reasons are pushed through legislation which idea was to call the column "Ra
South Africa's membership in the limits the Negroes in almost dar Ears" but that was discarded
British Commonwealth of Na every way possible. This ultra because we could not spell radar.
PACIFIC ASSOCIATES
tions which puts her in one of nationalist and segregationalist
The students of Pacific welcome as guests members of the most powerful economic and government is actually trying to
Around three o'clock in the
the Pacific Associates who meet tomorrow in an all-day cultural confederations in the put the natives back in the same morning Gene said, "Pete is
session to help shape future policies of the College and to world today, and the growing im boat they were in before the Beat." See how simple it is to
British came. The parliament has name a column.
plan new channels tor the spread of the Pacific story, new portance of Africa itself.
backing for the Pacific program, new ideas for Pacific THE CONFLICT: APARTHEID revoked many laws which ex
Walt's Corner became a stand
tended privileges to the blacks,
growth, new contacts lor Pacific students, and new sounces Historically, the present Union
and passed others which abridge ard when there was a big glob
for Pacific finance.
of South Africa is a story of con them in other areas. They exist of white space between the end
Nearly one-half of the total membership of 250 top tinuing conflict from the early under a continual state of what of editorial and the beginning of
flight business and professional men and women will be colonial days of the Dutch East approaches martial law. At the the cartoon. Clark Chatfield said
present at this second annual meeting of the newest of India Co., and the Dutch and present time, they are being for let's call it Walt's Corner — that
French settlers of the period
Pacific s auxiliary organizations. Forty percent of the mem right up to the present day. The cibly moved from a section of is how the cartoon got its name.
Johannesburg, which has recent
bers are alumni of Pacific. The remainder of the group major conflicts have always been ly been re-zoned "Whites Only,"
CYCOS' CIRCLE came out by
recognize the unique position of Pacific in the higher edu between the Dutch settlers or to a new government housing mistake and we must sadly con
cational pattern of California as the only privately endowec Boers and the British who came project some miles out of the fess the truth. George McDonald
college in the entire central valley area, and want to have in and took over, developing cen city. This is being done to de and a few others were sitting
tral government and an emphasis
around thinking of names to call
a part in the indispensable service which Pacific can render on economic rather than agrarian contaminate the city.
OPPOSITION
the "thing" and after an hour
to the area and its people.
growth for the colony. As this
There are sizable elements of George came up with Psyh Cir
The Associates are divided into 21 special interest groups conflict grew, the natives of the opposition to the program among
cle. Most people can see why the
related to the major departments and academic projects of area came to be one of the chief others of the white population. column should have been called
the College. Under this plan of organization it is possible reasons for strife between Brit But, due to a lack of forceful that, but you who do not, skip
for them to counsel with department chairmen toward the ish and Boers. The Boers wanted leadership the elements of the the whole thing.
free hand in the use of the opposition, both colored and
effective functioning and growth of the department.
natives as workers on their white, are without much real
Other general purposes of the group include aid in dis ranches while the British were power to fight back. When and The only thing wrong was that
seminating information about Pacific, help in recruiting working toward freedom of all if a strong leader does arise, look we thought he said Cyco Circle,
top standard students, assistance in the placement of Pacific the natives. Since the British for real trouble in the Union of meaning the column comes out of
the wind. Most of the time it
graduates in iavorable situations, counsel in the procurement were in a position to dictate, their South Africa.
does, but that is beside the point.
of gifts to the College, and the reflection of public opinion
So there is the inside story on
about Pacific as a check on general management policies.
how the columns were named.
Editor—CLARK CHATFIELD Business Manager—ROL CAVIOLA
Managing Editor
Sally Post
Sports Editor
Pete Lewis
Assistant Sports Editor
Bill Hammersmith
Society Editor
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Copy Editor
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Exchange Editor
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Photographers
Ron Koon, Kurt Cummings
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Osborne
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EDITORIAL

WALT'S

CORNER

^TEgaRprr
"The fraternities are really trying to impress the rushees
this year."

By S K I P

S T E W A R T

INSIDIUMS
Over in South Hall there are
three girls named Stevie, Dottie,
and Gail that like to sneak coke
into their rooms. On second
thought, why do they have to
sneak coke into their room? Isn't
coke allowed to be in the room?

Tradition, we all realize, is
hashed: the "awarding" of a Band
good thing to have around. It is Frolic trophy. It should be made
an indispensibie thing that can clear at the outset that this dis
be used as something to be proud cussion is not designed to make
of and might even serve as an away with any of the rightfully
instrument, of some good use. deserved thunder and glory of
Tradition is that element which the winners. Fairness of judging
can be felt but not touched; it is not our complaint. Rather, the
ON THE AIR
is a state of being. Such as: the problem seems to lay in the
By "LIZ" LASKIN
"being" of students at Pacific is whole system that is found to be
traditional. Also, the "holding" necessary in selecting the final
Many people have been apply
of classes at Pacific is tradition ists and winners.
ing their Saturday morning
al. This must never be confused BAD SITUATION
strength to the task of digging
with what seems to be a parallel
As it now stands, an ugly situa into the rich soil in the area of
situation, such as: the "cheating' tion exists. It seems that a good
sorority and fraternity circle. The
of students at Pacific is tradition deal of time and money is spent
time has come to reveal the pur
al. As any C student well knows, in putting together a presentable
pose of this exercise; KCVN is
this inference is falsely based. show. As each participating group
installing an underground line
"Cheating" at Pacific is not tra places its presentable show be
instead of an overhead in order
ditional,'as most freshmen soon fore the "rigged" audience (many
to cut down our radiation off
discover — it just seems that participants find it difficult to
campus. In other words, we're
way.
give applause to a group com- digging our way back on the air.
FOLLOW THE FOLD
ueting for the same trophy as
We at KCVN, even if it in
But let us not be led astray by their own), one thing is certain:
all these examples. In short, a not all the shows will make the cludes earning a few blisters, are
tradition is something that is finals. Hence, a wonderful waste taking all steps possible which
paid little attention at regular of time, money, and entertain will insure our return to the air.
That return will be in the near
intervals. For instance: the "is ment.
future, by the way, so be sure
suing" of semester grades is a
Exponents of "competitive spir
tradition paid little attention for it" might not be swayed by this to stand by for the KCVN Kickan approximated four-month's proposal, but those who have felt Off Show. A top personality in
the entertainment world will be
period.
the sting of first-night elimina on hand so stand by for further
No high moral is intended to tion will champion it. Last year
be found here. It is merely being Pacific off-campus students pre information concerning this dy
used as an introduction to the sented a very entertaining skit, namic Kick-Off Show. As I take
discussion of another "tradition" which quite naturally was not my shovel in hand, that's all for
at Pacific, over which at regular lavish enough to rate second- now.
Plant you now, dig you later;
intervals becomes thoroughly
(Continued on Page 3)
we're on our way.

T H E

MORE TEMPEST

(Continued from Page One)

ment world of Tacoma, Washing
ton, and their life as enchanted
castaways on a tropical isle
which is inhabited by many spir
its. Prospero is seeking to retain
his throne which has been wrong
ly taken from him by his con
spiring brother, Antonio, played
by Jerry Valenta, one of the
newcomers to Pacific Theatre.
Amid many unearthly scenes,
Prospero weaves his plot of in
trigue until he finally brings
Antonio to repentance. The many
lively comedy scenes help to
bring in a secondary plot along
with other sub-plots until there is
a story with four consecutive
plots unweaving consecutively.
Probably the greatest part of
this production is the audience's
advantage to have a. chance to
see this seldom performed work
of Shakespeare. THE TEMPEST
is one of his less know pieces;
yet after seeing it done, the audi
ence finds that it is probably one
of his greatest plays. In it,

Shakespeare combines all the
imagery of Midsummer Night's
Dream with a plot as interesting
as that of Hamlet and a love
story as important as Romeo and
Juliet. This was Shakespeare's
last play. He reaches the peak of
his genius in it. He projects his
own personality in that of Pros
pero and says goodbye to the
stage and theatre which he wrote
and lived for.
There have been conjectures as
to the literary background of
THE TEMPEST. Many people
believe it to be one of Shakespear's most original plays. Cali
ban, Prospero's slave, is one of
the most astonishing creations of
literature. George Felker plays
this part. He has worn off many
inches of skin groveling on his
stomach in an effort to create
the repulsive character which
Shakespeare intended him to be.
Yet with all of his ugliness, he
is still appealing and has some
of the most beautiful lines of
the entire play.
The beauty of the play is fur
thered by the very apt capabili

P A C I F I C

W E E K L Y

ties of such people as Keith Ro
per in the role of Alonso, the
King of Naples; Mark Blinoff,
who plays Sebastian, one of the
conspirators; Ted Eliopoulos,
who provides the love interest of
Miranda, plays the role of Ferdi
nand; and Fred Kellogg in the
part of the lovable old council
lor, Gonzalo. Others in the cast
include Arlen Digitale as Adrian,
Jim Davis as Francisco, Doyne
Mraz playing Stephano, the
drunken butler, Tom McKenzie,
the Master of the Ship, and Jim
Achterberg, the Boatswain.
The holy apparition of the
three goddesses is commanded
gracefully by Charlie Million as
Iris, Pat Howes, in the role of
Ceres, and Carol Fillmore playing
Juno. Others include Dorothy
Blais, Dottie Hutson, Marilyn
Lamb, Nancy Hane,'Pat Pagel,
Betty Blakely, Lois La Bonte and
Peggy Dewer.
The play will run this week
end, March 4 and 5, and next
weekend, March 11 and 12. Cur
tain time is at 8:30 p.m. A stu
dent body card lets you in free.

Why does a Safeway career offer
so many promotional opportunities?
One advantage of a career with a growing national
organization like Safeway is that a man's chances
of getting ahead are not limited by the promotions
available in one particular area. So on his way up
the ladder a man often makes several moves—from
one Safeway store to another, to a store in another
town, or sometimes another state. Each move is
another step up in a solid, well-paying career.
Q, What is Safeway's promotion policy?
Safeway believes in promoting from within
its own organization. At least twice a year
we review a man's progress and qualifica
tions for promotion. When openings occur
we consider all employees in a wide area
— sometimes throughout the whole com
pany. This way we can select the best man
for the job — even though he may not
work where the opening exists.

Page Three

Le Cercle Francais

B Y S K I P
(Continued from Page 2)

Le Cercle Francais, the local | night showing. This year no such
French Club for students of COP group was represented. Why
and Stockton College, will meet should it bother?
Which all boils down to the
in Anderson Y on March 7, at
7:30 p.m. The club, which meets question: Band Frolic trophy—
bi-monthly, has planned to have Yes or No? Students with def
a short business meeting, a inite answers are encouraged to
speech .on Burgandy by Pat submit their opinions to the stu
dent body via Letters to the
Crumb, games, and singing.
Meetings are held on the first Editor. Keep in mind that one
and second Mondays of each decision might bring back the
month, he club has on its agenda days of entertaining for the sake
some interesting programs for of it, and that the "Smile" and
the spring semester. Some of the "Live It Up" signs, like the walls
activities for future meetings of Jericho, can come tumbling
are: a French dinner, a play down.
titled "Les Femmes Parlent NAME ME
Trop," and a movie from the
The clean white space at the
French Embassy. Everyone is in
head of this column is not the
vited to attend these events.
result of a stupid blunder. In
Serving the club as officers for
reality, we are in need of a name
this semester are: president, Ar for this section. With this
len Gray; vice president, Pat thought in mind we are now the
Crumb; secretary, Martha Mal- sponsors of a contest designed to
lory; treasurer, Bob Dessaussois; procure a suitable title under
and historian, Clarence Irving. which to print this. All sugges
Miss M. Ruth Smith is the ad tions are requested to be placed
viser.
in the hands of a PACIFIC
WEEKLY representative. Winner
will receive honor of having his
submission printed every week,
together with being honored
Tomorrow afternoon at two royally at the End Zone.. Scheme.
o'clock the Omega Phi Alpha
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Mothers Club will hold its an
nual spring card party and fash
Apartment For Rent: 3 rooms,
ion show at the fraternity house: furnished, 1st floor. Couple pre
Mrs. Antoinette Greene is the ferred. Children accepted. Water
general chairman of the affair, and garbage paid. $55 per
which will include bridge games, month. 1003 North California.
a fashion show, and a drawing See Clark Chatfield or dial HO
for door prizes.
6-7734.

Fashion Show

SHOW YOUR 1955 STUDENT BODY CARD
GO IN AT JUNIOR PRICES!

iph4||
M
STARTS SUNDAY AT 11:00 A.M.
a isj I
U W !

GARY COOPER • BURT LANCASTER
IN "VERA CRUZ" — SUPERSCOPE

The Sparkling Story of

3 GOBS WHO TAKE GAY PAREE.

O. Do Safeway people like moving around

and get "taken" by a

as they move "up the ladder"?

Safeway people like this promotion policy
because it means a qualified man doesn't
have to wait for promotion until an open
ing occurs in his own area. And they know
that experience in different stores and parts
of our company is the best kind of prepa
ration for higher management jobs later on.
Moves to a new job are always a mutual
decision between the employee and Safe
way. To the Safeway man who's eager to get
ahead—and to his wife—these moves mean
recognition of his ability and progress.
Q, What else makes Safeway a good place
for a career in this field ?
A. Besides fine promotional opportunities, a
career with Safeway offers good startingpay, excellent employee benefits and work
ing conditions, and a planned training pro
gram to help capable young men advance
quickly. And with 15 million more people
to feed by I960, opportunity for success
in food retailing is practically unlimited.
• • • • •
These things are worth thinking about as
you look ahead to a career, aren't they?

1here's a career to look forward to
in food retailing at S A F E W A Y
One in a series about career opportunities in a challenging field

TONY CURTiS • GLORIA DE HAVEN
QENE NElSON • CORiNNE CALVET
»aMAM COIDAY
PAUl QiLBERT -•s in* itsrmn
-•a auras or mc OBSUH una

IMSU

aaauau y—* - tSo

SECOND BIG HIT!

OUR GUHSf
TO THE BORDER

3

.

I '(J177- RORY CAIHOUN'• COLLEEN MILLER • GEORGE NADER
|J^Y^?WALTER BRENNAN • NINA FOCH • JOHN MTLNTJR£^^_

T H E
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Sorority Rushing
Big Fling In City
To End Soph Week

Doll candidacy. Females chosen
to date are: Rosemary Ash,
Sally Gannon, Rosemary Lindsay,
Joan Ellingson, Janet Ray, Donis
Fleming, and Sharon Eggerts.
The University of California is
Only
sophomores may vote, and
sponsoring a dance for twelve
a
very
good battle is expected.
college and state schools in the
central California area March 12.
The final judging of the Doll
This dance is to be held in San candidates is to be done by night
Francisco at the St. Francis club entertainers from "The
Hotel. Reservations have been City." Ralph Edwards has con
made for the mezzanine, which sented to perform master of
includes the Italian Room, Colo ceremonies duties.
nial Room, and the Indian Room.
The cost of the dance is $2.50
Music will be furnished by the per couple. Tickets are on sale
Ray Hackett band from San by all sophomore class officers.
Francisco. The dance highlights Proper attire will be suits for
Cal's Sophomore Week and the the men and party dresses for
Sophomore Doll contests spon the femmes.
sored by the various schools.
Although aimed at saluting the
The Doll contest includes rep
sophomores, the dance is open to
resentatives from all of the
all students. A ticket to get in
schools which have been invited
is all you need. It is hoped that
to attend. The sophomore class
Pacific will have good represen
of COP is very happy, as this is
tation in this, its first venture
the first time this school has
into "Sophomore Week."
been extended an invitation. In
GET TOGETHER
gratitude it is sending along a
The event serves to give stu
sophomore class "doll" to repre
dents from various schools the
sent the school.
chance to get together and of
A DOLL
The sophomores have been course is a wonderful opportunity
busy nominating girls for the for a weekend in San Francisco.

flip-tab collar...
utterly new...
P

divinely pretty...
in pima cotton!

398

Newest SHIP'N SHORE blouse coup
... the little flip-tab collar
that out-flatters anything
you've worn in seasonsl
Two-ways wonderful...Its
pretty cross-tabs buttoned up
or casually open... atop a
soft-slash neckline. A bonus:
graceful "roll-up" sleeves!
Silky-washable pima broadcloth...
foam white, shell pastels,
smart vivids. Sizes 30 to 40.

Monday, March 7, sorority
rushing begins. It is very im
portant to all those who are plan
ning to rush to attend the orien
tation meeting Monday, at 4 p.m.
in Anderson "Y." During the
meeting all questions will be
answered and the rules of rush
ing will be made clear.
One of the most important
things to understand is the eli
gibility of rushees. They must
have a 1.00 grade average and
have been a college student for
at least one semester. Stockton
College girls that are interested
in rushing must be registered
and accepted for enrollment at
Pacific to be eligible.
Tuesday will be the deadline
for signing up in the dean of
women's o'ffice. The three rush
functions will be the open black
teas and the invitational coke
Jeanie Durham and Don Fado
dates and dinners.
announced
their engagement
Monday night, February 28, at
Epsilon Lambda Sigma. The an
nouncement was slowly revealed
during dinner with hints and
Dr. A1 Painter will be the notes hidden in the food. The
speaker in chapel next Tuesday, engagement had been previously
speaking on the subject "Finding announced in Redding, February
Unity in Our Differences." The 26, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
special music will be furnished by Kelly Pierce, Don's sister.
the chapel choir.
The bride elect's home is in
Dr. Painter is coordinator of Los Angeles, and she is the
religious activities on campus, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
associate professor of philosophy, J. Durham. Jeanie is a sopho
and executive secretary in the more and was a member of the
Stockton council of churches. He opera cast.
also teaches a course called, "The
Don is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
teaching of moral and spiritual D. H. Fado, whose home is in
values in the school."
Redding, California. Don is stu
dent body president, a senior,
and a member of Anderson "Y"
and Blue Key.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Durham—Fado
Engagement

Dr. Painter Chapel
Speaker March 8

Alpha Thete
Gives Ball

Traditional Black and White
Ball will be presented at the Al
pha Theta Tau sorority from 9-12
p.m. Saturday night. The house
will be decorated in black and
white with diamonds, playing
cards and jokers giving the im
pression of a casino.
Ted Herman and his band will
furnish the music for the dance.
Guests have been invited from
both the halls.
Chairmen for the dance are:
bids, Jan Richards and Jeri McCarl; decorations, Janet Fink;
chaperones, Sharon Eggerts and
Dorothy Wilson; refreshments,
Dorothy Fischer.

AWS LEAVES CLIMBING
TO MOUNTAIN GOATS
"A volleyball is to be bounced
over the net with," says Associ
ated Women Students president
Barbara Fortna. "With
this
axiom in mind we plan to make
a trek into the wilds of Auburn,
California this Saturday, but not
to climb those dirty old moun
tains. We are going with the in
tention of playing volleyball with
women students from other insti
tutions of higher learning. We're
really going to have a ball."

KNOBBY
2019 Pacific Ave.

Half Time Shell

by Joyce

Color, and how . . . Lilac
Bubble Blue, White, Orange,

"Vt :^urvo-w

Black patent ... in this most
popular soft kid shoe.

V€- <

MODESTO

8.95

Music, Art Tour
Of Europe Set
Miss Virginia Short, professor
of music history who recently
returned from a year of study
and travel in Europe, will con
duct one of the music and art
tours of Europe sponsored by
San Francisco State College this
summer.
The special emphasis of the
tour is attendance at concerts,
operas, and festivals. Tickets for
twelve different performances at
the music festivals of Aix en Pro
vence, Salsburg, open air opera
performances at the Baths of Carcala in Rome and in Arena of
Veroma, and a Shakespearean
play at Stratford-on-Avon are in
cluded in the over-all tour price
of $1495.
Miss Short's group will leave
New York by air in July, and
after five days in Paris will fly
to Aix en Provence, to Cannes,
and to Rome. From Rome the
group will travel by chartered
bus through the Italian hill
towns, Florence, Venice, Verona,
Milan, and over the Alps to Switz
erland and Munich, Salsburg.
After a trip down the Rhine by
steamer from Frankfurt to Co
logne, the touring party will
board the chartered bus for Am
sterdam, Antwerp, Ghent, and
Bruges, cross the channel to
England, and finish off the sight
seeing in London where they en
plane for New York on August
23.
Three extensions to the main
tour are also offered — to Spain
before the regular tour begins,
and after the tour ends to the
Edinburgh Festival and the Scan
dinavian countries.
The group is being limited to
25 persons. Anyone interested is
urged to contact Miss Short
either at Stockton College, Col
lege of the Pacific, or at her
home, 410B East Walnut Street.

Tri Beta Meet
Hail, Rain, Wind
Hail, rain, and wind met the
members of Tri Beta national
honorary biological society as
they held their weekend long
meeting at Dillon Beach at the
head of Tomales Bay.
Anna Lee Miller, Vilma Ort
and Marvel Watkins were ini
tiated as provisional members
during the meeting. "Delicious"
food was enjoyed by all, and
movies were shown. "A jolly
time was had by the jolly mem
bers at the jolly Pacific Marine
Station. Rah!"
The members collected speci
mens at mud flats and tidal
pools. Members in attendance
were: Bob Craig, Howell Runion,
Delia Belknap, Edwin Chin Jr.,
Joan Franco, Walter Harvey, Da
vid Kass, Phil Miyamoto, Amy
Oshima, Walter Rathhous, Vir
ginian Runkle, Pat Monk, Stan
Jacobs, and Francis Gum.
GUADALAJARA
The accredited bilingual school
sponsored by the Universidad
Autonoma de Guadalajara and
members of Stanford University
faculty will offer in Guadalajara,
Mexico, July 3-Aug. 13, courses
in art, creative writing, folklore,
geography, history, language and
literature—$225 covers tuition,
board and room. Write Prof. Juan
B. Rael, Box K, Stanford Univer
sity, Calif.
—(Adv.)
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THE WINNERS • OMEGA PHI, EPSILON

Student Teachers
Looking For Jobs
"Looking For a Job" was the
topic of the panel discussion pre
sented at the last meeting of
CSTA held in Anderson Y. Panel
members were: John Muzio, Bar
bara Bagalini, and Jene Pankow,
who represented various Stock
ton schools.
The purpose of the panel was
to give this year's credential can
didates points to consider for
seeking positions. Each one re
lated some personal experiences.
This was followed by a question
and answer period.

PHFFFT
It has been announced by the
Dean's office that due to compli
cations arising during this year's
Band Frolic, Rho Lambda Phi
fraternity has been indefinitely
suspended from participation In
the event pending reorganization
and reorientation to college
standards and policies.
It was stated that the college
doesn't want to eliminate any
fraternal organization on campus
but it is felt that the school
must have an appreciation of col
lege values and ideals by the
fraternities.

,

% DON'T SIT HOME AND MOAN,
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We're open on Sundays from 2:30 to 10:00 p.m.
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OMEGA PHI,
EPSILON WIN

In like a lion and out like two
of them. That expresses the
gusto and enthusiasm with which
spirited Pacific students pre
sented the 27th annual Band
Frolic. As was expected, the col
legiate variety bill played to a
full house both nights.
For the sixth time in a per
iod of seven years the men of
Omega Phi Alpha walked off
with a perpetual trophy. Their
presentation of "New York: A
Contrast" came through like a
cannonball fired into a piece of
wet kleenex Saturday night, hav
ing had the rough spots of the
previous evening ironed out. Al
pha Kappa Phi's production,
"Brush Up Your Shakespeare,"
though given access to a final
night try, failed to catch the
winning majority of votes.
EPSILON WINS
In the women's division, Epsilon Lambda Sigma copped the
cup for a year with an extrava
ganza entitled "Ra-hat-la-coomb."
Running hard but not fast enough
to cut the tape were finalists Al
pha Theta Tau with "C'est La
Vie," South Hall with its "Cry
of the Jub-Jub Bird," and West
Hall, which chose "West Goes
North" as its theme.
•
Rho Lambda Phi, though quali
fying for the finals in the men's
division, chose to cancel a repeat
performance of its historical
sketch.
Midway in the Saturday even
ing program the audience was
Anderson Y To Meet given a very enjoyable half hour
concert staged by the Stockton
College — College of the Pacific
Korean Y Rep
band, under the direction of Art
March 8 at 6:15 p.m. is the date Corra.
and time set by Anderson Y to
introduce William P. Coston to
our campus. For three years Mr. S O C I A L . . .
Coston has been holding down
. . .C A L E N D A R
one of the most difficult posts in
the YMCA, that of World Service
MARCH 4 10
man in war-torn Korea.
Friday, March 4 —
"Tempest" opening
He will show slides and relate
Fraternity rushing March 1-11
some of his experiences. Coston
Pacific off-campus students
helped to keep the Korean Y
Social
going and growing despite the
ravages of war, destroyed build Saturday, March 5 —
"Tempest"
ings, and scattered membership.
Alpha Thete dance
He set up the first Korean train
Omega Phi Mother's Club tea
ing school for YMCA Secretaries.
CSTA convention
He helped, too, to organize junior
and senior high school Y groups Monday, March 7 —
Sorority rushing begins 4:30
and some forty-seven Hi-Y and
twelve Gra-Y clubs which are now Tuesday, March 8 —
First student recital
active in Korea.
Mr. Coston's experiences paint Wednesday, March 9 —
Second student recital
a clear picture of the trouble in
COP-San Jose debate
other parts of the world and show
just how much help they need. Thursday, March 10 —
Convocation
It will soon be the responsibility
of the college-age group of today
to accept the problems of the
world, and it's about time we
learned something about what
is wrong and what we can do. It
"Some Campus Gods" was the
is necessary that we realize just
theme
chosen by Dr. George Hedhow badly our help is needed.
Don't forget the date: March 8 ley when he spoke in chapel last
at 6:15 p.m. in Anderson Y. You Tuesday. Dr. Hedley is the chap
will find Mr. Coston's experiences lain of Mills College and author
both interesting and enlightening. of Christian Worship.

Dr. Hedley's Theme
"Some Campus Gods"

ICE - ROLLER

SKATIN6
Eves.. Fri.. Sat., Tues., Wed.
7,30 - 10 P.M.
Adm: 50c, Skate Rental 35c
Afternoons: Sat., Sun. 3-5 P.M.
Adm: 30c, Skate Rental 35c
For Party Rates and Dates
Call HOward 5-6420
FAIRGROUNDS, STOCKTON
On Highway 50

First Student
Recital Mar. 8
Tuesday evening, March 8, at
the Pacific conservatory the first
student recital will be held be
ginning at 8:15. The program will
feature as soloists, Diane Trethowan, Carol Selwig, Nancy An
derson, Janet Ray, and Rhys Davies.
Quartet in D K No. 99 .... Mozart
first movement—allegretto
Darlene Henderson, violin
Mary Migottl, violin
Vincent Gomez, viola
Lee Tonner, cello

L'Absence
Chanson de la fille
fivale
Wohim
Der Erlkonig
„

Berlioz

Poulenc
Schubert
Schubert

Diane Trethowan, soprano
ohn Holier#, accompanist

Sonata No. 1
in F Minor
Mendelssohn
Allegro moderato e serioso
Adagio—Andante Recit
Allegro assai vivace
Carol Selwig, organist

Song of Travel
Part I
Vaughn Williams
The Vagabond
Bright Is The Ring of Words
The Roadside Fire
Nancy Anderson, mezzo-soprano
John Hobert, accompanist

Concerto No. 5 in A
First movement

Mozart

Janet Ray, violinist
MarLyn Malnard, accompanist

Lungi dal Caro Bene
Sarti
To the Sun
Curran
Ah, Moon of My Delight
from a Persian
Garden
Lehmann

0

Rhys Davies, tenor
Janice Rodman, accompanist

Recital Mar. 9
Wednesday night, the second
student recital will be held in
the conservatory. The program
begins at 8:15, on. March 9. Fea
tured as soloist will be Janice
Rodman, Patty Lou Lloyd, and
Raymond Davis.
Quartet in F minor —
K No. 590
Mozart
Allegro Moderato
Andante
Menuetto
Allegro
George Nagata, violin
Karen Brown, violin
Arthur Lewis, viola
Bay Davis, cello

Sonata, op. 27, No. 1,
E Flat Major
Beethoven
Andante—Allegro
Allegro molto e vivace
Adagio con espressione
Allegro vivace—adagio—Presto
Jonire Bodman. pianist

A Pastoral —
from the opera
Rosalinda
— Veracini
When Chloris
Sleeps
Homer Samuels
Chanson
provencale .... Eva Dell'Acqua
Indian Bell Song—
from Lakme
Delibes
Patlv Toil Lloyd, soprano
Janice Rodman, accompanist

Concerto in A Minor,
op. 33
Saint-Saens
Allegro non Troppo —
Allegro con moto
Bavmond Davis, cello
Bussell Warner, accompanist

YOUR P.S. A. CARD
IS WORTH MONEY ON YOUR GLEANING!
— REGISTER YOUR CARD NOW! —

DRIVE IN

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE.

Next to El Dorado School
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Van Sweet's Night-Come
Out And Support Team
By PETE LEWIS

Tonight in San Jose, the Tigers will close out their season
against the Santa Clara University and Kenny Sears. The Tigers
have had some hard luck this season and with any kind of decent
breaks, they would have been up high on the coast.
Coach M. T. "Van" Sweet should*
take a big bow for the tremen
dous job he did this year. Van
began the season with three posi
tions as question marks and by
his masterful coaching he put to
Johnny Thomas is the player
that shows the greatest amount
of promise that COP has ever
had. Johnny came up from the
frosh highly touted and there
were a few that wondered if
Johnny was all he was cranked
up to be. The answer is a great
big yes.
Johnny started the season off
against Chico State with 20
points and he kept that pace for
the remainder of the season.
While all of his games were not
20 pointers, the opposition knew
he was around. Against Cal John
ny was held to five points in the
regular session, but in the over
time periods it was Johnny. He
dunked in 14 points to help his
mates to an upset victory.
"Sure Shot" has one of the
most beautiful fall-away jump
gether a fighting ball club Paci shots in the business and recently
Johnny has learned how to hook
fic could be proud of.
The first question mark was
if Johnny was good enough to
hold down a first string berth.
Johnny with his natural ability
and Van Sweet's timely coaching
hints has made Thomas one o£
the most feared men in the CBA.
Number two question was who
was going to play center? A1
"Casper" Mangin, and Nick Ro
manoff together had the ability,
but alone they could not do the
job. Van solved this problem by
having a roving center which
worked out beautifully.
The third problem was who was
going to be Clyde Conner's run
ning mate. From the grab bag of
talent Van Sweet picked Don
Brownfield and if you have been
to any of the Pacific's games
you know what a wonderful
player Brownie is.
With those three major prob
lems solved, Van Sweet turned to
his reserves. Within a month Van
had six or seven top flight re
serves who could jump into bat
tle and not slacken down the
pace of the ever potent Tiger
attack. Ces Ciatti, Don Zumbro
shined especially and next year's
hopes will rest on them to a great a shot with ease. How to describe
extent.
the fall away shot of Thomas is
Coach Sweet has done truly a too difficult, but anyway it is a
remarkable coaching job this beautiful shot to watch.
season and why not make this
The hopes of next season will
evening "Van Sweet Night" in depend a lot upon Thomas. With
San Jose. Come on down and a good season and support from
show your appreciation for such the rest of the team, it could be
a wonderful display of fireworks a great year.
the team put on this year for
In the opinion of many coaches,
your enjoyment. Come on, and they cannot see how Thomas can
show Van Sweet you thought he possibly miss being an ail-Ameri
did a lot of good work and out- can by his senior year. Could
yell Santa Clara for a change.
Johnny become the first allAmerican basketball player from
Pacific? Only Johnny can answer
that question and we are all hop
Spring is coming and with it ing he makes it.
come the "snowshoes" of the
Coach Moretti really hit the
College of the Pacific to take on
a rough tennis schedule for the jackpot when he plucked Jim
"55" season.
"Hun" Fleming from his peren
Although Moretti is new at Pa nial grab-bag. Immortal football
cific, he is a very talented coach player of last season and recently
and has many new stars to make the performer who gave an en
his first year a real winner.
chanting performance in RhizoThe personnel of the team on mia's Band Frolic, Jim "Hun"
a whole is very good, and a few Fleming is College of Pacific's
of these racketeers are of po possible successor to the alltential championship caliber.
time great, Art Larsen.

John Thomas
MOST PROMISING

Tennis Prospects Good

W E E K L Y

Clyde Conner OMEGA PHI ALMOST BEATS SAN JOSE
MOST VALUABLE

STARTING FIVE HIT FOR DOUBLE FIGURES
By PETE LEWIS

Before the Omega Phi Alpha "red hots" COP almost pulled the
Dynamic, that is the word for
Clyde Conner, Pacific's 6' 3" game out of the fire, but in the end it was San Jose 65-63 last Wed
all-CBA candidate. In his two nesday night. San Jose's victory cinched second place for them and
years at Pacific the soft-spoken tonight Pacific must win to finish the season in a tie with Santa
ace has established himself as Clara
* A1 "Casper" Mangin initiated
one of COP's all-time greats.
the game with two charity tosses
and Nick Romanoff dropped in
a bucket to give the Tigers a 4-0
lead with two minutes gone in
the game.
Around campus there is a youth
Terrific faking by John Thom
5' 11" in height with a crew cut as and a good play with Clyde
and the promise of becoming the Conner on the scoring end made
surprise player of the basketball the score 15 all with about 11
team next year. The WEEKLY minutes gone. The Bengals tied
sports staff feels that Ces Ciatti the Score at 14:40 with another
will be the surprise player next Mangin shot and that was the
years because of his determina last time the Tigers came that
tion, hustle and competitive fire. close in the game.
Ces has been playing in the
Bud Hjelm broke the game
shadow of both Don Brownfield
wide open with three straight
and Clyde Conner all season
field goals. The Staters contin
which is no disgrace. When "Lit
ued this streak with 14 straight
tle Cesare" gets the chance to
points and at half-time the dis
play in a ball game, he gives it
mal score read San Jose 35, COP
all he has regardless of the sit
uation. Ces has played some fine 21.
In the second half things be
"Captain" Conner, as he is ball this year and perhaps if he
called, came to Pacific from San had not had a bad ankle, Ces gan to happen, much to the en
joyment of Omega Phi. Don
Mateo J.C. Clyde's flashing would have been even better.
Brownfield
who was held score
speed and sure hands have made
To show you what a sparkplug
him one of the most outstanding Ces is he scored six straight less in the first half, began to
guards ever to trod the courts on points against Fresno State be score. Every member of COP hit
the coast. Conner has a wide fore they could manage to score for at least eight points in the
second half and with about four
variety of shots and utilizes his
minutes left in the game COP
tremendous jumping when he
was behind by five points.
drives.
The 180 pound senior has been
The high point of the evening
team sparkplug, especially i n
was the spirit Omega Phi Alpha
crucial games. Last season al
showed. They had yells through
though troubled by a bad knee,
out the evening and it is too bad
Conner was an unanimous choice
the rest of the campus has not
for second-team all-CBA.
shown this spirit for the team
TOP OFFENSE
this year.
Clydfe is always assigned the
opposing team's top offensive
players, as few players his double
figures when the graceful South
San Franciscan latches on. Bas
ketball is not the only sport
Clyde excells in. He is also a
If you had mentioned the name
track man and an excellent base
of Don Brownfield at the begin
ball player. In fact, almost any
ning of the basketball season
sport from volleyball to pingpong
hardly anyone would know who
comes easy to the "Captain."
you were talking about. At the
As most coaches who have had
end of the season Don Brownfield
the dissatisfaction of being "Conwas the most improved player on
nerized" by his ball playing will in an early season game. The the COP's squad. From the first
say, "Clyde is a natural athlete." game was 29-25 in favor of COP game of the season against Chico
When Clyde, a member of when Cesare broke loose. Fresno
Omega Phi Alpha, receives his State never did recover from that
degree in physical education this six point splurge.
June, Pacific will lose a whirling
When Ces was a freshman he
dynamo of the hardboards. It was named the outstanding frosh
will be a long time before his of the yearling squad. In the
shoes will be filled in the Conner past two seasons Ces has been
manner.
improving continuously and at

Ces Ciatti

Rising Star For '55 '56

Don Brownfield
MOST IMPROVED

Dons Too Good> COP
Goes Down Fighting
The University of San Fran
cisco Dons led by all-American
center Bill Russell downed the
College of the Pacific Tigers 6757 to run their season's mark to
22-1 and their California Basket
ball Association record to 11-0.
Actually the final score is not
a true picture of the merits of
the two teams as COP scored the
majority of its points against the.
Don reserves. When the starting
five was in, the game was strict
ly no. contest.
EARLY LEAD

As usual the Dons got an early
lead and within ten minutes had
doubled the Tiger's score, 24-12.
The nation's number one team
then hit for 12 straight points
with Bill Russell putting on his
all-American show to climb to a
36-14 lead.
During this streak Russell, the
game's high scorer with 22

the rate he is going, Ces will
make the WEEKLY sports
staff look good.
Without hesitation, the sports
staff wishes Ces the best of luck
in his future basketball exploits.
We feel that Ces is a sure thing
to continue the tradition of great
guards at COP along with Don
Brownfield.
Don has improved each time.
One of the outstanding charac
points, gave the audience one of teristics about Don is his ability
its high moments. Don Zumbro, to remain cool, even under the
Bengal reserve calmly set him most severe pressure. Along with
self for a 20-footer. The ball the great Clyde Conner, Brownie
headed for the basket but never has given the Tigers one of the
got there, as Russell made one most feared set of guards on the
of his spectacular blocks, grabbed coast.
the ball, and drove in for one of
One of the best examples of
his crowd-pleasing stuffs.
Brownie's coolness was in the
In an attempt to keep Russell Cal game early in the season.
off
the boards the Tigers With less than nine seconds re
switched Conner and Brownfield maining in the game Don made
to forwards and Thomas and Ro a 12 foot set shot to tie the score
manoff went to guards; but this and send the game into overtime.
proved unsuccessful, as Big Bill COP whipped Cal in the double
gathered in 28 rebounds for the overtime thanks to Brownie s
tanker.
evening.
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CLYDE CONNER
Clyde Conner was named to the Col
lier's far west team in the current issue
of the magazine. It is a high tribute for
Clyde and one that he richly deserves.
Clyde has been the steadying influence on
the team all year and never once did he
let up one bit regardless of the score.
Everyone likes Clyde's quiet manner and
easy way. This column would like to wish
Clyde the best of luck in everything. It is
doubted if Pacific will ever forget the
greatness of Clyde. He will go down as one
of Pacific's all-time greats.
Since this is the time people are coming out with their allteams, we might as well pick our CBA team. From the looks of
things we would say that Kenny Sears and Johnny Thomas will be
the forwards. Big Bill Russell as the center and Carroll Williams
of San Jose State and Clyde Conner will be the guards on the
mythical team.
The second team will consist of Nick Romanoff and Thor Han
sen of San Jose State. Jerry Mullin, K. C. Jones, Sam Perry of
USF. That is not a bad second team and it will be interesting to
see how far we missed the CBA team.
CRASH LANDING
Last February 22, George T. McDonald made an emergency land
ing in a barley field somewhere near Lodi. Flying at about 2000 feet,
a valve conked out and George started to pick out a place to land.
With the courage and the skill of Eddie Rickenbacker, he picked
out a place to land. George glided the plane under some tele
phone wires and made an emergency landing that reminded you
of an expert. The first thing George said was, "Since the plane
was defective, the flight will not cost me anything." That is a
Scotchman for you.
CREW
Bill Hammersmith came up with a good idea about crew here
at Pacific. As Bill pointed out in his fine article, Stanford managed
to do it a couple of years before it came on the athletic budget.
At Pacific the same arrangement could be worked out.
If each student on campus gave one dollar it would give
crew about 900 bucks. Then since the downtown quarterback club
are red hots perhaps they would kick in with a few hundred.
The next problem would be in finding a coach and eight men
who would like to be galley slaves. Probably the hardest job
would be to find a coxswain, who could make the boys row and
still know how to swim. Why doesn't some one get busy and
organize this new sport for next season?
SPIRIT
Tonight in San Jose the varsity basketballers meet Santa Clara.
Now most of you will not go to the game because it is too far
to go in one night. San Jose is about 180 miles round trip and
that is just too far for most of you. One of the reasons you will
not go is because you do not care if the team has support or not.
When Pacific loses you moan and groan, but then again some
of you do not even know there is a basketball team.
See if you can strain yourself and get to San Jose tonight
and by that way show Coach Van Sweet you really appreciate
the amount of work that went into the team.
Pacific would have had a much better season if you lazy
students at least showed up for the home games, but that is too
much sti'ain. You might get too tired if you had gone to watch
a basketball game.
Why not show up this week and give Van Sweet and the
team support?
STAFF
Tigers To Face Aggies PITCHING
Don Hall heads the pitching
staff, with Jim Collins, Wayne
Tomorrow in Twin Bill Segale,
Don Bischoff, and Joe
Rattazzi
in reserve.
Rough Schedule Ahead Next Thursday
Fresno State
Tomorrow afternoon the base
ball Tigers open their regular
season when they entertain the
Cal Aggies from Davis in a
doubleheader. The game will
start at one o'clock on the Bob
Cole Memorial Diamond (Knoles
Field). It will be the only twingame of the season, which will
find the Cats in 24 encounters.
During the last two weeks,
Coach Chuck Melick's boys have
held practice tilts with Stockton
College and the Pacific Alumni.
The latter game ended in an 8-8
tie, while the Mustangs were
dropped 10-8 and 8-2, with one
affair ending up at 4-4 deadlock.
These practice games gave the
hitters a look at some new pitch
ing, with Dutch Grose, Chuck
Chatfield, and Junior Reynosa
showing well at the plate.

will play here, with that game
starting at three o'clock. Melick
feels that Fresno will be one of
the best teams the Tigers will
face this year.
BROWNFIELD
When Don Brownfield and Ga
len Laack retire from basketball
activities they'll be in contention
for shortstop and outfield posi
tions. Melick has indicated he'll
suit 16 players for the games,
with four regular infielders and
one utility man, four outfielders,
two catchers and the aforemen
tioned mound staff.
The probable starters for to
morrow's opener are:
First base: Grose; 2nd: Reyno
sa; 3rd: Guiterrez; Short; Girard;
Left field: Laack; Center: Chatfield; Right: Golenor; Catcher:
Bill Swor; Pitcher: Don Hall.

Sports Editor
Pete Lewis
Ass't. Sports Editor
Bill Hammersmith
Ces Ciatti, Bob Gaughran, Ed Griffith, Dick Lafferty, Mel
Smalley.

Johnny Thomas (12) is blinded by Bill Gelris of St. Marys.
While Johnny did not score on this play, he led his mates with 19
markers. COP beat the Gaels 63-62 last Wednesday.

Tracksters Stopped By Rain
Coach Jackson Awaits Conner
By ED GRIFFITH

Action has slowed to a mere crawl on the Tiger cinderpaths
during the last couple of days. The Bengal thinclads have had to
restrain their workouts to the pavilion, while they wait for the
track to dry after the rains last weekend.
The bad weather has seriously
handicapped most of the runners,
especially the sprinters. With the
first dual meet competition com
ing in the latter part of March,
Two free throws by substitute
the Pacific tracksters have pre
cious little time left to round Galen Laack in the final three
seconds of play enabled the Col
into shape.
lege of the Pacific Tigers to
WEIGHTMEN
The COP weightmen, however, down the St. Marys Gaels 63-62 in
are making good progress. Stan a California Basketball Associa
Daniels has gotten off his best tion game last Wednesday night
heave in the discus with a toss in the Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Laack was fouled under the
of over 145 feet George Lane is
Bengal
basket by Gael Bill Getris
making similar progress in the
shot put and javelin, and is rapid with the clock showing three
ly approaching mid-season form seconds to go. The husky sopho
more stepped up to the line and
in these two events.
calmly sunk the tying and win
CONNER
ning points.
Coach Earl Jackson is anxious
ly awaiting Clyde "George" Con MORE LAACK
Laack was in the game primar
ner's switch from the hardwoods
to the cinderpath. Jackson reali ily because three of the Bengal
zes that the spindle legged hurd starting five were benched at
ler will have a difficult time re half time for alleged training
gaining his hurdling form due to violations. Benched were co-capthree year lay-off plus a late tains Clyde Conner and A1 Manstart. However, Coach Jackson gin and guard Don Brownfield,
still believes Conner will be a but after the game it was learned
definite threat by mid-season. that the boys had not broken
Clyde Conner coupled with Tom training and that it was all a
Perry, last year's timber topping "joke."
The halftime score was 31-29
sensation, should give the Ben
in
favor of the Bengals when the
gals a one-two punch in the hur
above-named boys were benched.
dles which will be hard to beat.
All in all, things are shaping up With only Nick Romanoff and
pretty well for the Tiger thin John Thomas remaining of the
clads. With a little luck and a starting five it was up to the
break in the weather, the Tigers reserves and they came through
should be pretty potent this sea in fine style.
TIGER LEAD
son.
The Tigers were leading by 12
points with 10 minutes remain
Anyone interested in basket ing when Romanoff fouled out.
ball or rugby pictures see Pete From that point on the Gaels
Lewis. There is a slight charge crept slowly up on the Bengals
for the pictures.
and climbed to a two-point lead

Laack Sinks Charity
Toss, COP Beats Gaels

Slough, Enough Dough
Usable For GOP Grew
By "HAMMER"
Well, there comes that time of
year that every budding young
reporter must think of some ob
scure thing to crusade. I really
don't know what it will be this
semester but it has to be some
thing or Your Old Daddy won't
be an A student this semester.
Well what's to talk about, base
ball, track, spring practice? All
very well, but trite. Oh, yeah —
I forgot.
CREW A NATURAL
It occurred to me when I was
a freshman (Paul Christopulos is
going to love me for this) that
the location of this school is a
natural for a crew. I can hear
you now: "We still have to pay
for the stadium!" True, true,
but Stanford carried its crew
outside its budget for several
years. The greatest expense that
it would incur would be the price
of a shell. New or used these
fragile little craft really cost.
A practice boat would also be
needed, but that would not be as
bad.
Rowing an exacting sport, has
been dominated in the United
States, and the world for that
matter, by three great teams:
the United States Naval Acad
emy, the University of Washing
ton, and the University of Cali
fornia. Now if this school is go
ing "Big Time" in sports, what
better way than to organize a
rowing club? To beat any one of
those schools or to be entered in
a major regatta would bring
reams of publicity and lighten
Dick Bass' burden. It would bring
a more rounded athletic program,
and make us more eligible for
the Pacific Coast Conference if
that be our goal.
MONEY A PROBLEM
The
idea
seems
bizarre,
granted, but if the interest were
great enough it might be done.
Money — that's the drawback.
Where to get it — that's the
problem. Remember that Brink's
men shoot to kill. The channel is
an ideal place to hold a meet and
to practice. But back to money.
To me the best place is to look
in your own back yard, the Stock
ton Chamber of Commerce, which
looks like a pigeon. What better
publicity for the town and the
port? Almost like having a bigleague ball club.
How about the northern Cali
fornia chamber and its thousand
miles of inland waterways? Sure
ly it would like to see a crew at
Pacific.
GOOD IDEA
The idea is good, if you like it,
talk it over among yourselves,
then organize. It only takes eight
men and a coxswain to put us in
with the big boys. Think it over.
A great deal of work can be
seen, but a crew at Pacific would
be a natural.
61-59 with one minute to go.
Then Laack hit a 25-foot twohand push shot to tie the score
but Thomas fouled Mike Wadsworth and the" Gael forward hit
on his second attempt to put St.
Marys ahead 62-61.
The Tigers brought the ball
down the floor and had two shots
at the basket before Laack was
fouled. The Gaels got one more
shot but Wheelo Sanchez missed
a 40-footer as the buzzer sounded.
High point man for the Tigers
was sophomore John Thomas,
who hit for 19. High man for
the Gaels was Sanchez with 24.

Ford

Pyle
HE'S HAPPY

THE WAY THINGS HAPPENED

'I'VE heard it said that in this country every
body has a chance to become President.
"Me, I don't think I'll make it. I retired last
December after 36 years on the job. Started
with Union Oil as a roustabout back in 1918.
Had no real training, mind you. Just a feeling
for machinery I'd picked up on my Dad's
ranch. So I shoveled—9 hours a day, for 6 days
a week. Made $24.

FORD PYT.F.) JUST BEFORE HE RETIRED FROM UNION OIL, AFTER OO YEARS ON THE JOB.

"Put my two boys through college. Got my
house all paid for and a tidy sum set aside. And
I'm getting retirement pay long as I live.

"I ended up a Senior Mechanic in charge of
Union Oil's Rosecrans Plant—working 8 hours
a day, 5 days a week, and getting lots more
done. Making over 5 times more, too.

"President? Nope, not Ford Pyle. But that's
not important. The big thing is I'm plenty
happy just the way things happened. After all,
where else but in this country could I get so
much back just for doing the job well?"
Ford Pyle's hard work is the first reason for
his success, obviously. But better tools did help.

And in the 36 years since Ford joined Union
Oil, our investment in tools has increased from
$17,000 to $77,000 per worker. That's why he
was able to produce more in less time and make
more money.
Because America's free competitive economy
forces better tools and new techniques every

year, people like Ford Pyle—people like you—
enjoy a constantly improving standard of living.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The President,
UnionOilCompany, UnionOil Bldg.,Los Angeles17,Calif.

Union Oil Companyor
MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL

CALIFORNIA

